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ABSTRACT
The traditional theory of Kolmogorov omplexity and algorithmi probability fo uses
on monotone Turing ma hines with one-way write-only output tape. This naturally
leads to the universal enumerable Solomono -Levin measure. Here we introdu e more
general, nonenumerable but umulatively enumerable measures (CEMs) derived from
Turing ma hines with lexi ographi ally nonde reasing output and random input, and
even more general approximable measures and distributions omputable in the limit. We
obtain a natural hierar hy of generalizations of algorithmi probability and Kolmogorov
omplexity, suggesting that the \true" information ontent of some (possibly in nite)
bitstring x is the size of the shortest nonhalting program that onverges to x and nothing
but x on a Turing ma hine that an edit its previous outputs. Among other things we
show that there are obje ts omputable in the limit yet more random than Chaitin's
\number of wisdom" Omega, that any approximable measure of x is small for any x
la king a short des ription, that there is no universal approximable distribution, that
there is a universal CEM, and that any nonenumerable CEM of x is small for any x
la king a short enumerating program. We brie y mention onsequen es for universes
sampled from su h priors.
Keywords: omputability in the limit, generalized algorithmi probability, generalized
Kolmogorov omplexity hierar hy, halting probability Omega, umulatively enumerable
measures, omputable universes.

1. Introdu tion and Outline

We extend the theory of algorithmi probability [40, 25, 13, 31, 41, 45, 28, 29, 16,
14, 17, 37, 1, 30, 39, 9, 42, 24, 23℄ by studying nonenumerable priors omputable in
the limit [19, 33, 15℄. This leads to a hierar hy of generalizations of the on epts of
universal prior and Kolmogorov omplexity. For instan e, many obje ts with high
traditional Kolmogorov omplexity have low generalized Kolmogorov omplexity;
many obje ts with low traditional algorithmi probability have high generalized
algorithmi probability.
 juergenidsia. h - http://www.idsia. h/~juergen
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To set the stage for our main results, Se tion 2 (Preliminaries) introdu es universal Turing Ma hines (TMs) more general than those onsidered in previous related work: unlike traditional TMs, General TMs or GTMs may edit their previous
outputs ( ompare Burgin's indu tive TMs [6℄), and Enumerable Output Ma hines
(EOMs) may do this provided the output does not de rease lexi ographi ally. In the
spirit of omputability in the limit [19, 33, 15℄ we will de ne: a formally des ribable
bitstring x has a nite, never halting GTM program that omputes x su h that
ea h output bit is revised at most nitely many times; that is, ea h nite pre x of
x eventually stabilizes (Defs. 2.1-2.5); des ribable fun tions an be implemented by
su h programs (Def. 2.10); weakly de idable problems have solutions omputable
by never halting programs whose output is wrong for at most nitely many steps
(Def. 2.11). This onstru tive notion of formal des ribability is less restri tive than
the traditional notion of omputability [43℄, mainly be ause we do not insist on the
existen e of a halting program that omputes an upper bound of the onvergen e
time of the n-th bit of x. Formal des ribability thus pushes onstru tivism [5, 2℄
to the extreme, barely avoiding the non onstru tivism embodied by even less restri tive on epts of des ribability | ompare n-des ribability [34℄. Theorem 2.1
will generalize the weakly de idable halting problem by demonstrating that it is
not weakly de idable whether a nite string is a des ription of a des ribable obje t
(there is a related insight for analyti TMs with real-valued inputs by Hotz, Vierke
and S hie er [21℄).
Outline of main results. Se tion 3 generalizes the traditional on ept of
Kolmogorov omplexity or algorithmi information [25, 40, 13℄ of nite x (the length
of the shortest halting program omputing x) to the ase of obje ts des ribable by
nonhalting programs on EOMs and GTMs (Defs. 3.2-3.3). It is shown that the
generalization for EOMs is des ribable, but the one for GTMs is not (Theorem 3.1).
Certain obje ts are mu h more ompa tly en odable on EOMs than on traditional
monotone TMs, and Theorem 3.3 shows that there are also obje ts with short
GTM des riptions yet in ompressible on EOMs and therefore \more random" than
Chaitin's [14, 10, 39, 9, 42℄, the halting probability of a TM with random input,
whi h is in ompressible only on monotone TMs. This leads to a natural TM typespe i Kolmogorov omplexity hierar hy expressed by Inequality (12).
Se tion 4 introdu es the nondes ribable onvergen e probability of a GTM (Def.
4.14) as well as very general formally des ribable (semi)measures that are omputable in the limit. Unfortunately, Theorem 4.2 (proof by M. Hutter) shows that
there is no universal des ribable measure that dominates all others, in the sense
that it assigns higher probability to any bitstring x, save for a onstant fa tor independent of x. In our sear h for universal measures we introdu e umulatively enumerable measures (CEMs, Def. 4.5), where the umulative probability of all strings
lexi ographi ally greater than a given string y is EOM- omputable or omputably
enumerable ( .e.). In general the CEMs are not .e., but they are omputable in
the limit, and they dominate the traditional .e. priors studied in lassi work
by Solomono , Levin and others [40, 45, 29, 16, 17, 37, 41, 14, 30℄. Theorem 4.1
shows that there is indeed a universal nonenumerable CEM. It is also shown that
0
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this CEM assigns to x the probability that a universal EOM whose input bits are
hosen randomly produ es an output starting with x (Corollary 4.3 and Lemma
4.2).
Se tion 5 establishes relationships between generalized Kolmogorov omplexity
and generalized algorithmi probability, extending previous work on .e. semimeasures by Levin, Ga s, and others [45, 29, 16, 14, 17, 30℄. For instan e, Theorem 5.3
shows that the universal CEM assigns a probability to ea h .e. obje t proportional
to raised to the power of the length of its minimal EOM-based des ription, times
a small orre tive fa tor. For GTMs there is no analogue statement, but at least
we an show that obje ts with approximable probabilities yet without very short
des riptions on GTMs are ne essarily very unlikely a priori (Theorems 5.4 and 5.5).
Additional suspe ted elegant links between generalized Kolmogorov omplexity and
probability are expressed in form of Conje tures 5.1-5.3.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notation

Mu h but not all of the notation used here is similar or identi al to the one used
in the standard textbook on Kolmogorov omplexity by Li and Vitanyi [30℄.
Sin e senten es over any nite alphabet are en odable as bitstrings, without
loss of generality we fo us on the binary alphabet B = f0; 1g.  denotes the empty
string, B the set of nite sequen es over B, B1 the set of in nite sequen es over
B , B ℄ = B  [ B 1 . x; y; z; z ; z stand for strings in B ℄ . If x 2 B  then xy is the
on atenation of x and y (e.g., if x = 10000 and y = 1111 then xy = 100001111).
Let us order B℄ lexi ographi ally: if x pre edes y alphabeti ally (like in the example
above) then we write x  y or y  x; if x may also equal y then we write x  y or y 
x (e.g.,   001  010  1  1111:::). The ontext will make lear where we also
identify x 2 B with a unique nonnegative integer 1x (e.g., string 0100 is represented
by integer 10100 in the dyadi system or 20 = 12 +02 +12 +02 +02 in the
de imal system). Indi es i; j; m; m ; m ; n; n ; t; t range over the positive integers,
onstants ; ; over the positive reals, f; g denote fun tions mapping integers
to integers, log the logarithm with basis 2, lg(r) = maxk finteger k : 2k  rg
for real r > 0. For x 2 B nfg, 0:x stands for the real number with dyadi
expansion x (note that 0:x0111:::: = 0:x1 = 0:x10 = 0:x100::: for x 2 B, although
x0111:::: 6= x1 6= x10 6= x100:::). For x 2 B  , l(x) denotes the number of bits in x,
where l(x) = 1 for x 2 B1; l() = 0. xn is the pre x of x onsisting of the rst n
bits, if l(x)  n, and x otherwise (x := ). For those x 2 B that ontain at least
one 0-bit, x0 denotes the lexi ographi ally smallest y  x satisfying l(y)  l(x) (x0
is unde ned for x of the form 111 : : : 1). We write f (n) = O(g(n)) if there exists
; n su h that f (n)  g(n) for all n > n . P
For notational simpli ity we will use the sign also to indi ate summation over
un
ountably many strings in B℄, rather than using traditional measure notation and
R signs.
The reader should not feel un omfortable with this notational liberty |
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density-like nonzero sums over un ountably many bitstrings, ea h with individual
measure zero, will not play any riti al role in the proofs.
2.2. Turing Ma hines: Monotone TMs (MTMs), General TMs (GTMs), Enumerable Output Ma hines (EOMs)

The standard model of theoreti al omputer s ien e is the Turing Ma hine (TM)
[43℄. It allows for emulating any known omputer. Most TMs onsidered in previous
work are monotone, that is, on e they print out a bit they annot revise it later.
We will point out that su h TMs are in a ertain sense less expressive than other
TMs that may edit their previous outputs | ertain obje ts without any short
nonhalting programs on traditional TMs have very short programs on other TMs.
To deal with the di eren es between monotone omputability, enumerability, and
omputability in the limit, we onsider three types of TMs.
Monotone TMs (MTMs). Most urrent theory of des ription size and indu tive inferen e is based on MTMs ( ompare [30, p. 276 ℄) with several tapes, ea h
tape being a nite hain of adja ent squares with a s anning head initially pointing to the leftmost square. There is one output tape and at least two work tapes
(suÆ ient to eÆ iently ompute everything traditionally regarded as omputable).
The MTM has a nite number of internal states, one of them being the initial state.
MTM behavior is spe i ed by a lookup table mapping urrent state and ontents
of the squares above work tape s anning heads to a new state and an instru tion
to be exe uted next. There are instru tions for shifting work tape s anning heads
one square left or right (appending new squares when ne essary), and for writing 0
or 1 on squares above work tape s anning heads. The only input-related instru tion requests an input bit determined by an external pro ess and opies it onto the
square above the rst work tape s anning head (no extra input tape). There may
or may not be a halt instru tion to terminate a omputation. MTMs are alled
monotone be ause they have a one-way write-only output tape | they annot edit
their previous output, be ause the only ouput instru tions are: append new square
at the right end of the output tape and ll it with 0/1.
General TMs (GTMs). GTMs embody the on ept of omputability in the
limit. They are like MTMs but have additional output instru tions to edit their
previous output. Our motivation for introdu ing GTMs is that ertain bitstrings
are very ompa tly des ribable on nonhalting GTMs but not on MTMs, as will be
seen later. This has onsequen es for de nitions of individual des ribability and
probability distributions on des ribable things. The additional instru tions are: (a)
shift output s anning head right/left (but not out of bounds); (b) delete square at
the right end of the output tape (if it is not the initial square or above the s anning
head); ( ) write 1 or 0 on square above output s anning head. Compare Burgin's
indu tive TMs and super-re ursive algorithms [6, 8℄.
Example 2.1 (Pseudorandom universe based on halting problem) Why
onsider GTMs at all? Be ause in a ertain sense they represent the non-plus-ultra
of onstru tive omputability. For instan e, onsider a programmer of virtual realities. Whi h are his fundamental limits; whi h universes ould he possibly generate?
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He ould write a nite program that omputes a never-ending sequen e x of nite
bitstrings x ; x ; : : : representing the history of some dis rete universe, where xk
represents the state at dis rete time step k, and x the \Big Bang" [35℄. \Noise"
will have to be simulated by invoking a nite pseudorandom generator subroutine
PRG. Suppose its n-th output bit P RG(n) is 1 if the n-th program of a list of all
possible programs halts, and 0 otherwise. There is no halting algorithm omputing
P RG(n) for all n, otherwise the halting problem would be solvable, whi h it is not
[43℄. Hen e in general there is no omputer that outputs x and only x without ever
editing some previously omputed history. That is, if we want to study the set of
all programmable universes [36℄ then we should not limit ourselves to MTMs but
onsider GTMs as well.
Note, however, that the output of a GTM might not stabilize in the sense that
ertain output bits might ip from 0 to 1 and ba k forever.
Enumerable Output Ma hines (EOMs). EOMs embody the important
on ept of omputable enumerability. Like GTMs, EOMs an edit their previous
output, but not su h that it de reases lexi ographi ally. The expressive power of
EOMs lies in between those of MTMs and GTMs, with interesting universality properties whose analogues do not hold for GTMs. EOMs are like MTMs, ex ept that
the only permitted output instru tion sequen es are: (a) shift output tape s anning
head left/right unless this leads out of bounds; (b) repla e bitstring starting above
the output s anning head by the string to the right of the s anning head of the
se ond work tape, readjusting output tape size a ordingly, but only if this lexi ographi ally in reases the ontents of the output tape. The ne essary test an be
hardwired into the nite TM transition table. A signi ant fra tion of this paper
on erns EOMs with randomly hosen input bits.
Self-Delimiting Programs. Sequen es of input bits requested by halting TMs
are traditionally alled self-delimiting programs be ause they onvey all information
about their own length [29, 16, 14℄. Here we will use this term also for omplete
nite input sequen es requested by nonhalting MTMs, EOMs, and GTMs. Consider
three possible ases: (1) the input sequen e is a halting self-delimiting program
(traditional ase), (2) the TM at some point eases requesting new input bits but
does not halt | then we have a nonhalting self-delimiting program, whi h may
produ e either nite or in nite output, (3) the TM never eases requesting new
input bits, whi h suggests the notion of in nite programs. In any ase no program
an be pre x of another one.
Example 2.2 (Illustration of TM Hierar hy) There are short self-delimiting
MTM programs for the in nite dyadi expansion of , but not for , the halting
probability of an MTM whose input bits are obtained by tossing an unbiased oin
whenever it requests a new bit [14, 10, 39, 9, 42℄. On the other hand, there are
short self-delimiting EOM programs for , but not for ertain bitstrings that have
short self-delimiting GTM programs, to be exhibited by Theorem 3.3.
1
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2.3. In nite Computations, Convergen e, Formal Des ribability

Most traditional omputability theory fo uses on properties of halting programs.
Given an MTM or EOM or GTM T with halt instru tion and p; x 2 B, we write
T (p) = x
(1)
for \p omputes x on T and halts". Mu h of this paper, however, deals with
programs that never halt, and with TMs that do not need halt instru tions.
De nition 2.1 (Convergen e) Let p 2 B ℄ denote the input string or program
read by TM T. Let Tt (p) denote T's nite output string after t instru tions. We
say that p and p's output stabilize and onverge towards x 2 B ℄ i for ea h n
satisfying 0  n  l(x) there exists a postive integer tn su h that for all t  tn :
Tt (p)n = xn and l(Tt(p))  l(x). Then we write
T (p) ; x:

(2)
Although ea h beginning or pre x of x eventually be omes stable during the possibly
in nite omputation, there need not be a halting program that omputes an upper
bound of stabilization time, given any p and pre x size. Compare the on ept of
omputability in the limit [19, 33, 15℄ and [20, 32℄.

De nition 2.2 (TM-Spe i Individual Des ribability) Given a TM T, an
x 2 B ℄ is T-des ribable or T- omputable i there is a nite p 2 B  su h that
T (p) ; x.
A ording to this de nition, obje ts with in nite shortest des riptions on T are
not T -des ribable, re e ting the fa t that we will never ever be able to produ e a
omplete T -based des ription of su h an obje t.
De nition 2.3 (Universal TMs) Let C denote a set of TMs. C has a universal
element if there is a TM U C 2 C su h that for ea h T 2 C there exists a onstant
string pT 2 B  (the ompiler) su h that for all possible programs p, if T (p) ; x
then U C (pT p) ; x.
De nition 2.4 (M, E, G) Let M denote the set of MTMs, E denote the set of
EOMs, G denote the set of GTMs.
M; E; G all have universal elements, a ording to the fundamental ompiler theorem

(for instan e, a xed ompiler an translate arbitrary LISP programs into equivalent
FORTRAN programs).

De nition 2.5 (Individual Des ribability) Let C denote a set of TMs with
universal element U C . Some x 2 B ℄ is C-des ribable or C- omputable if it is
U C -des ribable. E-des ribable strings are alled omputably enumerable ( .e.). Gdes ribable strings are alled formally des ribable or simply des ribable.
De nition 2.6 (Always onverging TMs) TM T always onverges if for all of
its possible programs p 2 B ℄ there is an x 2 B ℄ su h that T (p) ; x.

For example, MTMs and EOMs onverge always. GTMs do not.
6

De nition 2.7 (Approximability) Let 0:x denote a real number, x 2 B ℄ nfg.
0:x is approximable by TM T if there is a p 2 B su h that for ea h real  > 0 there
exists a t0 su h that
j 0:x 0:Tt(p) j< 
for all times t  t0 . 0:x is approximable if there is at least one GTM T as above.
Lemma 2.1 If 0:x is approximable, then x is des ribable, and vi e versa.
Hen eforth we will ex hangeably use the expressions approximable, des ribable,
omputable in the limit.
2.4. Formally Des ribable Fun tions

Mu h of the traditional theory of omputable fun tions fo uses on halting programs that map subsets of B to subsets of B. The output of a program that
does not halt is usually regarded as unde ned, whi h is o asionally expressed by
notation su h as T (p) = 1. In this paper, however, we will not lump together
all the possible outputs of nonhalting programs onto a single symbol \unde ned."
Instead we will onsider mappings from subsets of B to subsets of B℄, sometimes
from B℄ to B℄.
De nition 2.8 (En oding B  ) En ode x 2 B  as a self-delimiting input p(x) for
an appropriate TM, using

l(p(x)) = l(x) + 2log l(x) + O(1)

(3)

bits as follows: write l(x) in binary notation, insert a \0" after every \0" and a
\1" after every \1," append \01" to indi ate the end of the des ription of the size
of the following string, then append x.
For instan e, x = 01101 gets en oded as p(x) = 1100110101101.
De nition 2.9 (Re ursive Fun tions) A fun tion h : D1  B  ! D2  B 
is re ursive if there is a TM T using the en oding 2.8 su h that for all x 2 D1 :
T (p(x)) = h(x).
De nition 2.10 (Des ribable Fun tions) Let T denote a TM using the en oding of Def. 2.8. A fun tion h : D1  B  ! D2  B ℄ is T -des ribable if for all
x 2 D1 : T (p(x)) ; h(x). Let C denote a set of TMs using en oding 2.8, with
universal element U C . h is C-des ribable or C- omputable if it is U C - omputable.
If the T above is universal among the GTMs with su h input en oding (see Def.
2.3) then h is des ribable.
Compare fun tions in the arithmeti hierar hy [34℄ and the on ept of 0n des rib-

ability, e.g., [30, p. 46-47℄.

2.5. Weak De idability and Convergen e Problem

Traditionally, de idability of some problem lass implies there is a halting algorithm that prints out the answer, given a problem from the lass. We now relax
the notion of de idability by allowing for in nite omputations on EOMs or GTMs
whose answers onverge after nite yet possibly unpredi table time. Essentially, an
7

answer needs to be orre t for almost all the time, and may be in orre t for at most
nitely many initial time steps ( ompare the on ept of omputability in the limit
[20, 19, 33, 15℄ and super-re ursive algorithms [6, 8℄).
De nition 2.11 (Weak de idability) Consider a hara teristi fun tion h : D 
B  ! B : h(x) = 1 if x satis es a ertain property, and h(x) = 0 otherwise. The
problem of de iding whether or not some x 2 D satis es that property is weakly
de idable if h(x) is des ribable ( ompare Def. 2.10).
Example 2.3 Is a given string p 2 B  a halting program for a given MTM? The
problem is not de idable in the traditional sense (no halting algorithm solves the
general halting problem [43℄), but weakly de idable and even E-de idable, by a
trivial algorithm: print \0" on rst output square; simulate the MTM on work
tapes and apply it to p, on e it halts after having read no more than l(p) bits print
\1" on rst output square.
Example 2.4 It is weakly de idable whether a nite bitstring p is a program for
a given TM. Algorithm: print \0"; feed p bitwise into the internally simulated TM
whenever it requests a new input bit; on e the TM has requested l(p) bits, print
\1"; if it requests an additional bit, print \0". After nite time the output will
stabilize forever.
Example 2.5 It is weakly de idable whether number theory is onsistent ( ontrast
this with Godel's famous negative result [18℄).
1
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Theorem 2.1 (Convergen e Problem) Given a GTM, it is not weakly de idable whether a nite bitstring is a onverging program, or whether some of the
output bits will u tuate forever.
Proof. (Based on the standard diagonalization tri k [11, 18, 43℄; ompare a
related result for analyti TMs [12, 21℄). Let us write T (x) # if there is a z 2 B℄ su h
that T (x) ; z. Let us write T (x) l if T 's output u tuates forever in response to
x (e.g., by ipping from 1 to zero and ba k forever). Let A1 ; A2 ; : : : be an e e tive
enumeration of all GTMs. Uniquely en ode all pairs of nite strings (x; y) in B B
as nite strings ode(x; y) 2 B. Suppose there were a GTM U su h that (*): for all
x; y 2 B  : U ( ode(x; y)) ; 1 if Ax (y) #, and U ( ode(x; y)) ; 0 otherwise. Then
one ould onstru t a GTM T with T (x) ; 1 if U ( ode(x; x)) ; 0, and T (x) l otherwise. Let y be the index of T = Ay , then Ay (y) # if U ( ode(y; y)) ; 0, otherwise
Ay (y) l. By (*), however, U ( ode(y; y)) ; 1 if Ay (y) #, and U ( ode(y; y)) ; 0 if
Ay (y) l. Contradi tion.
2
3. Complexity of Constru tive Des riptions

The remaining se tions of this paper ontain its main ontributions, embedded
in the ontext of earlier work.
Traditionally, the Kolmogorov omplexity [25, 40, 13℄ or algorithmi omplexity
or algorithmi information of x 2 B is the length of the shortest halting program
omputing x:
De nition 3.1 (Kolmogorov Complexity K) Fix a universal MTM or EOM

8

or GTM U with halt instru tion, and de ne

K (x) = min
fl(p) : U (p) = xg:
p

(4)

We will now extend this in novel ways to nonhalting EOMs and GTMs.
3.1. Generalized Kolmogorov Complexity for EOMs and GTMs

De nition 3.2 (Generalized KT ) Given any TM T, de ne
KT (x) = min
fl(p) : T (p) ; xg
p

Compare S hnorr's less general \pro ess omplexity" for MTMs [37, 44℄.

Proposition 3.1 (K M ; K E ; K G based on Invarian e Theorem) Consider Def.
2.4. Let C denote a set of TMs with universal TM U C (T 2 C ). We drop the index
T , writing
K C (x) = KU C (x)  KT (x) + O(1):
This is justi ed by an appropriate Invarian e Theorem [25, 40, 13℄: there is a
positive onstant su h that KU C (x)  KT (x) + for all x, sin e the size of the
ompiler that translates arbitrary programs for T into equivalent programs for U C
does not depend on x.
De nition 3.3 (KmT ; KmM ; KmE ; KmG) Given TM T and x 2 B  , de ne
KmT (x) = min
fl(p) : T (p) ; xy; y 2 B ℄ g:
p

(5)

Consider Def. 2.4. If C denotes a set of TMs with universal TM U C , then de ne
KmC (x) = KmU C (x):
KmC is a generalization of S hnorr's [37℄ and Levin's [28℄ omplexity measure KmM

for MTMs.

Des ribability of K (x) and K E (x). K (x) is not omputable by a halting program [25, 40, 13℄, but obviously G- omputable or des ribable; the z with 0:z = K1(x)
is even .e. Even K E (x) is des ribable for nite x, using the following algorithm:

Run all EOM programs in \dovetail style" su h that the n-th step of the
i-th program is exe uted in the n + i-th phase (i = 1; 2; : : :); whenever a
program outputs x, pla e it (or its pre x read so far) in a tentative list
L of x- omputing programs or program pre xes; whenever an element
of L produ es output  x, delete it from L; whenever an element of
L requests an additional input bit, update L a ordingly. After every
hange of L repla e the urrent estimate of K E (x) by the length of the
shortest element of L. This estimate will eventually stabilize forever.
Theorem 3.1 K G (x) is not des ribable.
9

Identify nite bitstrings with the integers they represent. If K G(x)
were des ribable then also
h(x) = maxy fK G(y) : 1  y  g(x)g;
(6)
where g is any xed re ursive fun tion, and also
f (x) = miny fy : K G (y) = h(x)g:
(7)
Sin e the number of des riptions p with l(p) < n O(1) annot ex eed 2n O ,
but the number of strings x with l(x) = n equals 2n, most x annot be ompressed
by more than O(1) bits; that is, K G(x)  log x O(1) for most x. From (7) we
therefore obtain K G(f (x)) > log g(x) O(1) for large enough x, be ause f (x) pi ks
out one of the in ompressible y  g(x). However, obviously we also would have
K G (f (x))  l(x) + 2log l(x) + O(1), using the en oding of Def.
2.8. Contradi tion
x
for qui kly growing g with low omplexity, su h as g(x) = 2 .
2
Proof.

(1)

2

3.2. Expressiveness of EOMs and GTMs

Sin e GTMs may o asionally rewrite parts of their output, they are omputationally more expressive than MTMs in the sense that they permit mu h more ompa t des riptions of ertain obje ts | ompare also [7℄. For instan e, K (x) K G(x)
is unbounded, as will be shown next. This will later have onsequen es for predi tions, given ertain observations.
Theorem 3.2 K (x) K G(x) is unbounded.
Proof. De ne
h0 (x) = maxy fK (y) : 1  y  g(x)g; f 0 (x) = miny fy : K (y) = h0 (x)g; (8)
where g is re ursive. Then K G(f 0(x)) = O(l(x) + K (g)) (where K (g) is the size
of the minimal halting des ription of fun tion g), but K (f 0(x)) > log g(x) O(1)
for suÆ iently large x | ompare the proof of Theorem 3.1. Therefore K (f 0(x))
K G (f 0 (x))  O(log g(x)) for in nitely many x and qui kly growing g with low
omplexity.
2
3.2.1. EOMs dominate MTMs
Similarly, some x are ompa tly des ribable on EOMs but not on MTMs. To
see this, onsider Chaitin's , the halting probability of an MTM whose input bits
are obtained by tossing an unbiased oin whenever it requests a new bit [14℄.
is .e. (dovetail over all programs p and sum up the ontributions 2 l p of the
halting p), but there is no re ursive upper bound on the number of instru tions
required to ompute n, given n. This implies K ( n) = n + O(1) [14℄ and also
K M ( n ) = n + O(1). It is easy to see, however, that on nonhalting EOMs there
are mu h more ompa t des riptions:
K E ( n )  O(K (n))  O(log n);
(9)
( )
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that is, there is no upper bound of
KM (

n

)

KE(

n

):

(10)

3.2.2. GTMs dominate EOMs | novel obje ts less regular than
We will now show that there are des ribable strings that are onstru tively omputable in the limit and have a short GTM des ription yet are \even more random"
than Chaitin's Omegas, in the sense that even on EOMs they do not have any
ompa t des riptions | ontrast this with Kurtz's and Ku era's non onstru tive
randomness in the arithmeti hierar hy [27, 26℄.
Theorem 3.3 For all n there are z 2 B  with

K E (z ) > n O(1); yet K G(z )  O(log n):
That is, K E (z ) K G (z ) is unbounded.
Proof. For x 2 B  nfg and universal EOM T

de ne
X
X lp
2 :
(11)
(x) =
y 2B ℄ :y> :x p T p ;y
The reader should not worry about the sum over un ountably many obje ts, be ause
the dyadi expansion of (x) is EOM- omputable or .e. The algorithm works as
follows:
Algorithm A: Initialize the real-valued variable V by 0, run all possible
programs of EOM T dovetail style su h that the n-th step of the i-th
program is exe uted in the n + i-th phase; whenever the output of a
program pre x q starts with some y satisfying 0:y > 0:x for the rst
time, set V := V + 2 l q ; hen eforth ignore ontinuations of q.
V approximates (x) from below in .e. fashion | in nite p are not worrisome
as T must only read a nite pre x of p to observe 0:y > 0:x if the latter holds
indeed. We will now show that knowledge of (x)n , the rst n bits of (x), allows
for onstru ting a bitstring z with K E (z)  n O(1) when x has low omplexity.
Suppose we know (x)n . On e algorithm A above yields V > (x)n we know
that no programs p with l(p) < n will ontribute any more to V. Choose the shortest
z satisfying 0:z = (0:ymin 0:x)=2, where ymin is the lexi ographi ally smallest y
previously omputed by algorithm A su h that 0:y > 0:x. Then z annot be among
the strings T-des ribable with fewer than n bits. Using the Invarian e Theorem
( ompare Proposition 3.1) we obtain K E (z)  n O(1).
While pre xes of are greatly ompressible on EOMs, z is not. On the other
hand, z is ompa tly G-des ribable: K G(z)  K (x) + K (n) + O(1). For instan e,
hoosing a low- omplexity x, we have K G(z)  O(K (n))  O(log n).
2
The above onstru tion shows that the novel obje ts are \just as omputable in
the limit" as , despite being more random. An interesting topi of future resear h
( )

:0

0

( )
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: ( )

may be to identify the most random des ribable obje t, if there is one, whi h we
doubt.
The dis ussion above also reveals a natural omplexity hierar hy. Ignoring additive onstants, we have
K G(x)  K E (x)  K M (x);
(12)
where for ea h \" relation above there are x whi h allow for repla ing \" by
\<."
3.3. Whi h is the \True" Information Content of x?

Traditionally, the algorithmi information onveyed by x is identi ed with K (x),
the size of the shortest halting program of x. This makes a lot of sense, be ause
we often want to limit ourselves to programs that at some point allow us to be sure
that their output is omplete. In the light of the results above, however, one might
argue that the \true" information ontent of x is a tually embodied by the smaller
K G (x), the size of the smallest nonhalting GTM program for x. K G(x) is not
omputable in the limit (Theorem 3.1), while K (x) is. K E is between K and K G
in a ertain sense | it is \ loser" to K G than K while being \just as omputable
in the limit" as K .
3.4. Relation to Conditional Complexity
For x 2 B, the nonapproximable K G(x) an also be rewritten as K G(x) =
K (x j ) (Peter Ga s, personal ommuni ation, 2001). What about the approximable and thus more a essible K E (x)? It may be of interest to identify and
examine the y in K E (x) = K (x j y).

4. Measures and Probability Distributions

We will now show how the Kolmogorov omplexity hierar hy introdu ed above
translates into an algorithmi prior hierar hy.
Suppose x represents the history of our universe up until now. What is its most
likely ontinuation y 2 B℄? Bayes' theorem yields
P (x j xy)P (xy) P (xy)
= N (x) / P (xy)
(13)
P (xy j x) = P
z 2B ℄ P (xz )
where P (z j z ) is the probability of z , given knowledge of z , and
X
P (xz )
(14)
N (x) =
2

1

2

1

2

z B℄

is a normalizing fa tor. The most likely ontinuation y is determined by P (xy), the
prior probability of xy. Now what are the formally des ribable ways of assigning
prior probabilities to omputable universes? In what follows we will rst onsider
traditional des ribable semimeasures on B, then nontraditional probability distributions on B℄.
12

4.1. Dominant and Universal (Semi)Measures

Traditionally, the algorithmi probability of x 2 B is de ned as the probability
of produ ing x by a halting program for a universal TM whose input bits are
sele ted randomly. Sin e some of the possible input sequen es ause nonhalting
omputations, the individual probabilities do not add up to 1. This and related
issues inspired work on semimeasures [40, 45, 41, 17, 30℄ as opposed to lassi al
measures onsidered in traditional statisti s.
The next three de nitions on erning semimeasures on B are almost but not
quite identi al to those of dis rete semimeasures [30, p. 245 ℄ and ontinuous
semimeasures [30, p. 272 ℄ based on the work of Levin and Zvonkin [45℄.
De nition 4.1 (Semimeasures) A (binary) semimeasure  is a fun tion B  !
[0; 1℄ that satis es:
() = 1; (x)  0; (x) = (x0) + (x1) + (x);

(15)

where  is a fun tion B  ! [0; 1℄ satisfying

0  (x)  (x).
A notational di eren e to the approa h of Levin [45℄ (who writes (x)  (x0) +
(x1)) is the expli it introdu tion of . Compare thePintrodu tion of an unde ned
element u by Li and Vitanyi [30, p. 281℄. Note that x2B (x)  1. Later we will
dis uss the interesting ase (x) = P (x), the a priori probability of x.
De nition 4.2 (Dominant Semimeasures) A semimeasure 0 dominates another semimeasure  if there is a onstant  su h that for all x 2 B 
0 (x) >  (x):

(16)

De nition 4.3 (Universal Semimeasures) Let M be a set of semimeasures on
B  . A semimeasure 0 2 M is universal if it dominates all  2 M.

In what follows, we will introdu e novel, nonenumerable but des ribable semimeasures dominating the .e. ones onsidered in previous work [45℄[30, p. 245 , p.272
℄.
4.2. A Novel Universal Cumulatively Enumerable Measure (CEM)

The traditional universal enumerable measure [40, 45, 29, 16, 17, 41, 14, 30℄
studied in the theory of optimal indu tive inferen e [40, 41, 24, 23℄ re e ts properties
of a universal MTM with random input. In what follows we will simply repla e the
MTM by a more expressive EOM and obtain a nonenumerable measure that (1)
dominates the traditional measure, (2) is \just as omputable" in the limit as the
traditional one, (3) is universal in its lass. It will turn out though that this approa h
does not generalize to the ase of GTMs. Some new de nitions are in order.
De nition 4.4 (Cumulative measure C) For semimeasure  on B  de ne the
umulative measure C:
C(x) :=

X



(y) +

X



y x: l(y )<l(x)

y x: l(y )=l(x)
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(y):

(17)

Note that we ould repla e \l(x)" by \l(x) + " in the de nition above. Re all that
denotes the smallest y  x with l(y)  l(x) (x0 may be unde ned). We have
(x) = C(x) if x = 11:::1; else (x) = C(x) C(x0 ):
(18)
De nition 4.5 (CEMs) Semimeasure  is a CEM if C(x) is .e. for all x 2 B  .

x0

Then (x) is the di eren e of two nite .e. values, a ording to (18).
Theorem 4.1 There is a universal CEM.
Proof. We rst show that one an enumerate

the CEMs, then onstru t a
universal CEM from the enumeration. Che k out the di eren es to Levin's proofs
that there is a universal dis rete semimeasure and a universal .e. semimeasure
[45, 28℄, and Li and Vitanyi's presentation of the latter [30, p. 273 ℄, attributed
to J. Tyszkiewi z.
Without loss of generality, onsider only EOMs without halt instru tion and
with xed input en oding of B a ording to Def. 2.8. Su h EOMs are .e., and
orrespond to an e e tive enumeration of all .e. fun tions from B to B℄. Let
EOMi denote the i-th EOM in the list, and let EOMi (x; n) denote its output after
n instru tions when applied to x 2 B  . The following pro edure lters out those
EOMi that already represent CEMs, and transforms the others into representations
of CEMs, su h that we obtain a way of generating all and only CEMs.
FOR all i DO in dovetail fashion:
START: let V i (x) and V i (x) and V Ci (x) denote variable
fun tions on B. Set V i () := V i() := V Ci () := 1,
and V i(x) := V i (x) := V Ci (x) := 0 for all other x 2 B.
De ne V Ci(x0 ) := 0 for unde ned x0. Let z denote a string
variable.
FOR n = 1; 2; : : : DO:
(1) Lexi ographi ally order and rename all x with
l(x)  n:
n
x :=   x := 0  x  : : :  x
:= 11
| {z:::1}.
n
(2) FOR k = 2n
1 down to 1 DO:
(2.1) Systemati ally sear h for the smallest
m  n su h that z := EOMi (xk ; m) 6= 
AND 0:z  V Ci (xk ) if k < 2n
1; set
V Ci (xk ) := 0:z .
(3) For all x   satisfying l(x)  n, set V i (x) :=
V Ci (x) V Ci (x0 ). For all x with l(x) < n, set
V i (x) := V i (x) V i (x1) V i (x0). For all x
with l(x) = n, set V i (x) := V i (x).
1

2

2 +1

3

1

+1

+1
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+1

If EOMi indeed represents a CEM i then ea h sear h pro ess in (2.1) will terminate, and the V Ci (x) will enumerate the Ci (x) from below, and the V i(x)
and V i (x) will approximate the true i (x) and i(x), respe tively, not ne essarily
from below though. Otherwise there will be a nonterminating sear h at some point,
leaving V i from the previous loop as a trivial CEM. Hen e we an enumerate all
CEMs, and only those. Now de ne ( ompare [28℄):
X
X
X
 (x) =
 (x) =
n (x); where n > 0;
n n (x); 
n
n = 1;
0

0

n>0

n

n>0

and n is a .e. onstant, e.g., n = n or n = n n (note a slight di eren e
to Levin's approa h whi h just requests Pn n  1). Then  dominates every n
by Def. 16, and is a semimeasure a ording to Def. 4.1:  () = 1;  (x)  0; and
X
 (x) =
n (x)℄ =  (x0) +  (x1) +  (x): (19)
n [n (x0) + n (x1) + 
6

1
( +1)

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

n>0

0

also is a CEM by Def. 4.5, be ause
X
X
C (x) =
n n (y ) +
0

0
X 
n

n>0



y x: l(x)=l(y )

X


y x: l(x)=l(y )

n>0

n (y) +

X

X

y x: l(x)>l(y )

n>0

1
X
 (y)A =

X




n

y x: l(x)>l(y )

n

n>0

 (y) =

n n

Cn (x)

(20)

is .e., sin e n and Cn(x) are (dovetail over all n). That is,  (x) is approximable
as the di eren e of two .e. nite values, a ording to Equation (18).
2
0

4.3. Approximable and Cumulatively Enumerable Distributions

To deal with in nite x, we will now extend the treatment of semimeasures on
B  to nontraditional probability distributions on B ℄ .
De nition 4.6 (Probabilities) A probability distribution P on x 2 B ℄ satis es
P (x)  0;

X
x

P (x) = 1:

De nition 4.7 (Semidistributions) A semidistribution P on x 2 B ℄ satis es
P (x)  0;

X
x

P (x)  1:

De nition 4.8 (Dominant Distributions) A distribution P0 dominates another
distribution P if there is a onstant P > 0 su h that for all x 2 B ℄ :
P0 (x) 

P

P (x):

(21)

De nition 4.9 (Universal Distributions) Let P be a set of probability distributions on x 2 B ℄ . A distribution P0 2 P is universal if for all P 2 P : P0 dominates
P.
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Unfortunately it turns out that the analogue of the universal CEM Theorem 4.1
for EOMs with random input does not hold for GTMs:

Theorem 4.2 There is no universal approximable semidistribution.
Proof. The following proof is due to M. Hutter (personal ommuni

ations
by email following a dis ussion of approximable universes on 2 August 2000 in
Muni h). It is an extension of a modi eda proof [30, p. 249 ℄ that there is no
universal re ursive semimeasure.
It suÆ es to fo us on x 2 B . Identify strings with integers, and assume P (x) is
a universal approximable semidistribution. We onstru t an approximable semidistribution Q(x) that is not dominated by P (x), thus ontradi ting the assumption.
Let P (x); P (x); : : : be a sequen e of re ursive fun tions onverging to P (x). We
re ursively de ne a sequen e Q (x); Q (x); : : : onverging to Q(x). The basi idea
is: ea h ontribution to Q is the sum of n onse utive P probabilities (n in reasing).
De ne Q (x) := 0; In := fy : n  y < (n +1) g. Let n be su h that x 2 In . De ne
jtn (ktn ) as the element with smallest Pt (largest Qt ) probability in this interval,
i.e., jtn := minargx2In Pt(x) (ktn := maxargx2In Qt (x)). If n  Pt (ktn) is less than
twi e and nPt(jtn ) is more than half of Qt (ktn ), set Qt(x) = Qt (x). Otherwise
set Qt(x) = nPt (jtn) for x = jtn and Qt(x) = 0 for x 6= jtn. Qt(x) is obviously total
re ursive and non-negative. Sin e 2n jInj, we have
X
X
Qt (x)  2n  Pt(jtn ) = 2n  min Pt (x) 
Pt (x):
x2In
0

1

0

1

2

0

2

1

1

1

1

2

2

x In

x In

Summing over n we observe that if Pt is a semidistribution, so is Qt. From some t
on, Pt (x) hanges by less than a fa tor of 2 sin e Pt (x) onverges to P (x) > 0. Hen e
Qt (x) remains un hanged for t  t and onverges to Q(x) := Q1 (x) = Qt (x). But
Q(jtn ) = Qt (jtn )  n  Pt (jtn )  n  P (jtn ), violating our universality assumption
P (x)   Q(x).
2
0

0

0

0

0

0

0
1
2

0

0

De nition 4.10 (Cumulatively Enumerable Distributions { CEDs) A distribution P on B ℄ is a CED if CP (x) is .e. for all x 2 B  , where
CP (x) :=

X

2



y B ℄ :y x

P (y)

(22)

4.4. TM-Indu ed Distributions and Convergen e Probability

Suppose TM T 's input bits are obtained by tossing an unbiased oin whenever a
new one is requested. Levin's universal dis rete enumerable semimeasure [28, 14, 16℄
or semidistribution m is limited to B and halting programs:

a As pointed out by M. Hutter (14 Nov. 2000, personal ommuni ation) and even earlier by
A. Fujiwara (1998, a ording to P. M. B. Vitanyi, personal ommuni ation, 21 Nov. 2000), the
proof on the bottom of p. 249 of [30℄ should be modi ed. For instan e, the sum ould be taken
over xi 1 < x xi . The sequen e of inequalities xi 1 <xxi P (x) > xi P (xi ) is then satis able
by a suitable xi sequen e, sin e lim inf x!1 xP (x) = 0. The basi idea of the proof is orre t,
though, and quite useful.



P
f g
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De nition 4.11 (m)

m(x) =

X

2

l(p)

;

(23)

Note that Px m(x) < 1 if T universal. We will now generalize this in obvious but
nontraditional ways to B℄ and nonhalting programs for MTMs, EOMs, and GTMs.
p:T (p)=x

De nition 4.12 (PT ; KPT ) Suppose T 's input bits are obtained by tossing an unbiased oin whenever a new one is requested.
PT (x) =

X

;x

2

l(p)

; KPT (x) = lgPT (x) for PT (x) > 0;

(24)

p:T (p)

where x; p 2 B ℄ .
Program Continua.

A ording to Def. 4.12, most in nite x have zerop probability,
but not those with nite programs, su h as the dyadi expansion of 0:5 2. However,
a nonvanishing part of the entire unit of probability mass is ontributed by ontinua
of mostly in ompressible strings, su h as those with umulative probability 2 l q
omputed by the following lass of un ountably many in nite programs with a
ommon nite pre x q: \repeat forever: read and print next input bit." The
orresponding traditional measure-oriented notation for
X l qx
2
=2 lq
x T qx ;x
would be
Z :q l q
dx = 2 l q :
:q
For notational simpli ity, however, we will ontinue using the P sign to indi ate
summation over un ountable obje ts, rather than using a measure-oriented notation
for probability densities. The reader should not worry about this | the theorems
in the remainder of the paper will fo us on those x 2 B℄ with P (x) > 0; density-like
nonzero sums over un ountably many bitstrings, ea h with individual measure zero,
will not play any riti al role in the proofs.
De nition 4.13 (Universal TM-Indu ed Distributions P C ; KP C ) If C de( )

(

: (

)

( )

)

0 +2

( )

( )

0

notes a set of TMs with universal element U C , then we write

P C (x) = PU C (x); KP C (x) := lg P C (x) for P C (x) > 0:

(25)
We have P C (x) > 0 for DC  B℄, the subset of C-des ribable x 2 B℄. The
attribute universal is justi ed, be ause of the dominan e PT (x) = O(P C (x)), due
to the Invarian e Theorem ( ompare Proposition 3.1).
Sin e all programs of EOMs and MTMsPonverge, P E and P M are proper probability distributions on B℄. For instan e, x P E (x) = 1. P G, however, is just a
semidistribution. To obtain a proper probability distribution P NT , one might think
of normalizing by the onvergen e probability :
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De nition 4.14 (Convergen e Probability) Given GTM T, de ne
P NT (x) =
where

P

X

T =

;x 2
T

T (p)

2

l(p)

l(p)

;

:

;x
T not des ribable. Uniquely en ode ea h TM T as a nite bitstring, and identify
M; E; G with the orresponding sets of bitstrings. While the fun tion f M : M !
B ℄ : f (T ) = T is .e., the fun tion f G : G ! B ℄ : f (T ) = T is not even
des ribable, essentially due to Theorem 2.1.
Even P E (x) and P M (x) are generally not des ribable for x 2 B℄, in the sense
that there is no GTM T that takes as an input a nite des ription (or program) of
any M-des ribable or E-des ribable x 2 B℄ and onverges towards P M (x) or P E (x).
This is be ause in general it is not even weakly de idable (Def. 2.11) whether two
programs ompute the same output. If we know that one of the program outputs is
nite, however, then the onditions of weak de idability are ful lled. Hen e ertain
TM-indu ed distributions on B are des ribable, as will be seen next.
9

p: x:T (p)

De nition 4.15 (TM-Indu ed Cumulative Distributions) If C denotes a set
of TMs with universal element U C , then we write ( ompare Def. 4.10):
CP C (x) = CPU C (x):

(26)

Lemma 4.1 For x 2 B  , CP E (x) is .e.
Proof. The following algorithm omputes CP E (x) (

3.3):

ompare proof of Theorem

Initialize the real-valued variable V by 0, run all possible programs of
EOM T dovetail style; whenever the output of a program pre x q starts
with some y  x for the rst time, set V := V +2 l q ; hen eforth ignore
ontinuations of q.
In this way V enumerates CP E (x). In nite p are not problemati as only a nite
pre x of p must be read to establish y  x if the latter indeed holds.
2
Similarly, fa ts of the form y  x 2 B an be dis overed after nite time.
Corollary 4.1 For x 2 B  , P E (x) is approximable or des ribable as the di eren e
( )

of two .e. values:

P E (x) =

X


y x

P E (y)

X


y x

P E (y);

(27)

Now we will make the onne tion to the previous subse tion on semimeasures on
B.
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4.5. Universal TM-Indu ed Measures

De nition 4.16 (P-Indu ed Measure P ) Given a distribution P on B ℄ , dene a measure P on B  as follows:
P (x) =

X
2

z B℄

P (xz ):

(28)

Note that P (x) = P (x) ( ompare Def. 4.1):
P () = 1; P (x) = P (x) + P (x0) + P (x1):
For those x 2 B without 0-bit we have P (x) = CP (x), for the others
P (x) = CP (x) CP (x0 ):

(29)
(30)

De nition 4.17 (TM-Indu ed Semimeasures T ; M ; E ; G ) Given some TM
T , for x 2 B  de ne T (x) = PT (x). Again we deviate a bit from Levin's B  oriented path [45℄ (survey: [30, p. 245 , p. 272 ℄) and extend T to x 2 B 1 ,
where we de ne T (x) = T (x) = PT (x). If C denotes a set of TMs with universal
element U C , then we write
C (x) = U C (x); KC (x) := lg C (x) for C (x) > 0:

(31)
We observe that C is universal among all T-indu ed semimeasures, T 2 C . Note
that
C (x) = C (x0)+ C (x1)+ P C (x) for x 2 B  ; C (x) = P C (x) for x 2 B 1 : (32)
It will be obvious from the ontext when we deal with the restri tion of C to B .
Corollary 4.2 For x 2 B  , E (x) is a CEM and approximable as the di eren e of
two .e. values: E (x) = CP E (x) for x without any 0-bit, otherwise
E (x) = CP E (x) CP E (x0 ):
(33)
4.6. Universal CEM vs EOM with Random Input

Corollary 4.3 and Lemma 4.2 below imply that E and  are essentially the
same thing: randomly sele ting the inputs of a universal EOM yields output pre xes
whose probabilities are determined by the universal CEM.
0

Corollary 4.3 Let 0 denote the universal CEM of Theorem 4.1. For x 2 B  ,
E (x) = O(0 (x)):
Lemma 4.2 For x 2 B  ,

0 (x) = O(E (x)):
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Proof. In the enumeration of EOMs in the proof of Theorem 4.1, let EOM be
an EOM representing  . We build an EOM T su h that T (x) =  (x). The rest
follows from the Invarian e Theorem ( ompare Proposition 3.1).
T applies EOM to all x 2 B  in dovetail fashion, and simultaneously simply
reads randomly sele ted input bits forever. At a given time, let string variable z
denote T 's input string read so far. Starting at the right end of the unit interval
[0; 1), as the V  (x) are being updated by the algorithm of Theorem 4.1, T keeps
updating a hain of nitely many, variable, disjoint, onse utive, adja ent, halfopen intervals V I (x) of size V  (x) in alphabeti order on x, su h that V I (y) is
to the right of V I (x) if y  x. After every variable update and ea h in rease of
z , T repla es its output by the x of the V I (x) with 0:z 2 V I (x). Sin e neither z
nor the V C (x) in the algorithm of Theorem 4.1 an de rease (that is, all interval
boundaries an only shift left), T 's output annot either, and therefore is indeed
EOM- omputable. Obviously the following holds:
CPT (x) = CPT (x) = C (x)
and
X
PT (x) =
PT (xz ) =  (x):
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

z B℄

0

2

The traditional universal .e. measure [40, 45, 29, 16, 17, 41, 14, 30℄
derives from universal MTMs with random input. What is the nature of our novel
generalization here? We simply repla e the MTMs by EOMs. As shown above, this
leads to universal umulatively enumerable measures. In general these are not .e.
any more, but they are \just as omputable" in the limit as the .e. ones | we gain
power and generality without leaving the onstru tive realm and without giving
up the on ept of universality. The even more dominant approximable measures,
however, la k universality.
Summary.

5. Probability vs Des riptive Complexity

The size of some omputable obje t's minimal des ription is losely related to
the obje t's probability. This is illustrated by Levin's Coding Theorem [29℄ for
the universal dis rete enumerable semimeasure m based on halting programs (see
Def. 4.11); ompare independent work by Chaitin [14℄ who also gives redit to N.
Pippenger:
Theorem 5.1 (Coding Theorem)
F or x 2 B  ; log m(x)  K (x)  log m(x) + O(1)

(34)
In this spe ial ase, the ontributions of the shortest programs dominate the probabilities of obje ts omputable in the traditional sense. As shown by Ga s [17℄ for
the
M
KmM x
ase of MTMs, however, ontrary to Levin's [28℄ onje ture,  (x) 6= O(2
);
but a slightly worse bound does hold:
( )
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Theorem 5.2
KM (x)

1  KmM (x)  KM (x) + KmM (KM (x)) + O(1):

(35)

The term 1 on the left-hand side stems from the de nition of lg(x)  log(x).
We will now onsider the ase of probability distributions that dominate m, and
semimeasures that dominate M , starting with the ase of .e. obje ts.
5.1. Novel Theorems for EOMs and GTMs

Theorem 5.3 For x 2 B ℄ with P E (x) > 0,
KP E (x)

1  K E (x)  KP E (x) + K E (KP E (x)) + O(1):
(36)
Using K E (y)  log y +2log log y + O(1) for y interpreted as an integer | ompare
Def. 2.8 | this yields
2 KE x < P E (x)  O(2 KE x )(K E (x)) :
(37)
That is, obje ts that are hard to des ribe (in the sense that they have only long
enumerating des riptions) have low probability.
Proof. The left-hand inequality follows by de nition. To show the right-hand
side, one an build an EOM T that omputes x 2 B℄ using not more than KP E (x)+
KT (KP E (x))+O(1) input bits in a way inspired by Hu man-Coding [22℄. The laim
then follows from the Invarian e Theorem. The tri k is to arrange T 's omputation
su h that T 's output onverges yet never needs to de rease lexi ographi ally. T
works as follows:
(A) Emulate U E to onstru t a real .e. number 0:s en oded as a
self-delimiting input program r, simultaneously run all (possibly forever
running) programs on U E dovetail style; whenever the output of a pre x
q of any running program starts with some x 2 B  for the rst time, set
variable V (x) := V (x) + 2 l q (if no program has ever reated output
starting with x then rst reate V (x) initialized by 0); whenever the
output of some extension q0 of q (obtained by possibly reading additional
input bits: q0 = q if none are read) lexi ographi ally in 0reases su h that
it does not equal x any more, set V (x) := V (x) 2 l q .
(B) Simultaneously, starting at the right end of the unit interval [0; 1), as
the V (x) are being updated, keep updating a hain of disjoint, onse utive, adja ent, half-open (at the right end) intervals IV (x) = [LV (x); RV (x))
of size V (x) = RV (x) LV (x) in alphabeti order on x, su h that the
right end of the IV (x) of the largest x oin ides with the right end of
[0; 1), and IV (y) is to the right of IV (x) if y  x. After every variable
update and ea h hange of s, repla e the output of T by the x of the
IV (x) with 0:s 2 IV (x).
( )

( )

2

( )

(
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)

This will never violate the EOM onstraints: the .e. s annot shrink, and sin e
EOM outputs annot de rease lexi ographi ally, the interval boundaries RV (x) and
LV (x) annot grow (their negations are .e., ompare Lemma 4.1), hen e T 's output
annot de rease.
For x 2 B the IV (x) onverge towards an interval I (x) of size P E (x). For
x 2 B 1 with P E (x) > 0, we have: for any  > 0 there is a time t su h that for
all time steps t > t in T 's omputation, an interval I(x) of size P E (x)  will
be ompletely overed by ertain IV (y) satisfying x  y and 0:x 0:y < . So for
 ! 0 the I (x) also onverge towards an interval I (x) of size P E (x). Hen e T will
output larger and larger y approximating x from below, provided 0:s 2 I (x).
Sin e any interval of size within [0; 1) ontains a number 0:z with l(z) =
lg , in both ases there is a number 0:s (en odable by some r satisfying r 
l(s) + KT (l(s)) + O(1))) with l(s) = lgP E (x) + O(1), su h that T (r) ; x, and
therefore KT (x)  l(s) + KT (l(s)) + O(1).
2
Less symmetri statements an also be derived in very similar fashion:
Theorem 5.4 Let TM T indu e approximable CPT (x) for all x 2 B  ( ompare
Defs. 4.10 and 4.12; an EOM would be a spe ial ase). Then for x 2 B ℄ , PT (x) > 0:
K G (x)  KPT (x) + K G(KPT (x)) + O(1):
(38)
Proof. Modify the proof of Theorem 5.3 for approximable as opposed to .e.
interval boundaries and approximable 0:s.
2
A similar proof, but without the ompli ation for the ase x 2 B1 , yields:
Theorem 5.5 Let  denote an approximable semimeasure on x 2 B  ; that is, (x)
is des ribable. Then for (x) > 0:
KmG(x)  K(x) + KmG(K(x)) + O(1);
(39)
K G(x)  K (x) + K G(K (x)) + O(1):
(40)
As a onsequen e,
G
G
(x)
(x)

O(2 Km x );

O(2 K x ):
(41)
K(x)log K(x)
K (x)log K (x)
Proof. Initialize variables V := 1 and IV := [0; 1). Dovetailing over all
x  , approximate the GTM- omputable (x) = (x) (x0) (x1) in variables
Vx initialized by zero, and reate a hain of adja ent intervals IVx analogously to
the proof of Theorem 5.3.
The IVx onverge against intervals Ix of size (x). Hen e x is GTM-en odable
by any program r produ ing an output s with 0:s 2 Ix: after every update, repla e
the GTM's output by the x of the IVx with 0:s 2 IVx . Similarly, if 0:s is in the
union of adja ent intervals Iy of strings y starting with x, then the GTM's output
will onverge towards some string starting with x. The rest follows in a way similar
to the one des ribed in the nal paragraph of the proof of Theorem 5.3.
2
Using the basi ideas in the proofs of Theorem 5.3 and 5.5 in onjun tion with
Corollary 4.3 and Lemma 4.2, one an also obtain statements su h as:
0

0

2

( )

2
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( )

Theorem 5.6 Let 0 denote the universal CEM from Theorem 4.1. For x 2 B  ,
K0 (x) O(1)  KmE (x)  K0 (x) + KmE (K0 (x)) + O(1)

(42)
While P E dominates P M and P G dominates P E , the reverse statements are not
true. In fa t, given the results from Se tions 3.2 and 5, one an now make laims
su h as the following ones:
Corollary 5.1 The following fun tions are unbounded:
E (x) P E (x) P G(x)
;
;
:
M (x) P M (x) P E (x)

For the ases E and P E , apply Theorems 5.2, 5.6 and the unboundedness of (10). For the ase P G, apply Theorems 3.3 and 5.3.
2
Proof.

5.2. Tighter Bounds?

Is it possible to get rid of the small orre tion terms su h as K E (KP E (x)) 
O(log( logP E (x)) in Theorem 5.3? Note that the onstru tion in the proof shows
E
that K E (x) is a tually bounded by KP
(s), the omplexity
P 0:s 2
P of the .e. number
I (x) with minimal KT (s). The fa ts x P M (x) = 1, x P E (x) = 1, x P G (x) <
1, as well as intuition and wishful thinking inspired by Shannon-Fano Theorem [38℄
and Coding Theorem 5.1 suggest there might indeed be tighter bounds:
M

Conje ture 5.1 For x 2 B ℄ with P M (x) > 0: P M (x) = O(2 K (x) ).
E
Conje ture 5.2 For x 2 B ℄ with P E (x) > 0: P E (x) = O(2 K (x)).
G
Conje ture 5.3 For x 2 B ℄ with P G (x) > 0: P G(x) = O(2 K (x)).

Ga s has shown though that analogue onje tures for semimeasures su h as M on
B  (as opposed to distributions on B ℄ ) are false [17℄.
5.3. Between EOMs and GTMs?

The dominan e of P G over P E omes at the expense of o asionally \unreasonable," non onverging outputs. Are there lasses of always onverging TMs more
expressive than EOMs? Consider a TM alled a PEOM whose inputs are pairs of
nite bitstrings x; y 2 B ( ode them using 2log l(x)+2log l(y)+ l(xy)+ O(1) bits).
The PEOM uses dovetailing to run all self-delimiting programs on the y-th EOM of
an enumeration of all EOMs, to approximate the probability P EOM (y; x) (again
en oded as a string) that the EOM's output starts with x. P EOM (y; x) is approximable (we may apply Theorem 5.5) but not ne essarily .e. On the other hand, it
is easy to see that PEOMs an ompute all .e. strings des ribable on EOMs. In
this sense PEOMs are more expressive than EOMs, yet never diverge like GTMs.
EOMs an en ode some .e. strings slightly more ompa tly, however, due to the
PEOM's possibly unne essarily bit- onsuming input en oding. An interesting topi
of future resear h may be to establish a partially ordered expressiveness hierar hy
among lasses of always onverging TMs, and to hara terize its top, if there is
23

one, whi h we doubt. Candidates to onsider may in lude TMs that approximate
ertain re ursive or .e. fun tions of .e. strings.
6. Consequen es for Physi s

Is the entire past and future history of our universe des ribable by a nite
sequen e of bits, just like a movie stored on a ompa t dis , or a never ending
evolution of a virtual reality determined by a nite algorithm, su h as in Example
2.1? Contrary to a widely spread misunderstanding, quantum physi s, quantum
omputation (e.g., [3℄) and Heisenberg's un ertainty prin iple do not rule this out
[35℄. In absen e of ontrarian eviden e we might assume our universe is formally
des ribable indeed, or at least sampled from a formally des ribable distribution
| if this assumption is false, then our world will forever remain beyond formal
understanding.
As obvious from equation (13), the future of some observer evolving within su h
a universe depends on this prior distribution. More or less general notions of TMbased des ribability put forward above lead to more or less dominant priors su h as
P G on formally des ribable universes, P E and E on enumerable universes, P M and
M and re ursive priors on monotoni ally omputable universes. Generally speaking, the theorems above show that any future orresponding to a history without
any short des ription (given the appropriate TM type) is ne essarily unlikely. To a
ertain extent, this justi es \O am's razor" (e.g., [4℄) whi h expresses the an ient
preferen e of simple solutions over omplex ones. A more detailed analysis an be
found elsewhere [36℄.
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